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implemented because of its maximum capacity, power
consumption, and hardware cost. The maximum capacity of
the TCAM generally available in the market today is 36
Mbits, and it only accommodates 64K to 128K flow entries if
the node looks up multiple header fields from layer 2 to layer
4 headers at once as flow matching rules [2]. For handling
short-term flows such as HTTP flows in high switching
capacity nodes, the maximum capacity might not be enough.
The power consumption of typical 18 Mbits TCAM is about
15 watts [7], and its market price is typically more than a
hundred US dollars.

ABSTRACT
Flow-based networks such as OpenFlow-based networks
have difficulty handling a large number of flows in a node
due to the capacity limitation of search engine devices such
as ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM). One typical
solution of this problem would be to use MPLS-like
tunneling, but this approach spoils the advantage of flow-byflow path selection for load-balancing or QoS. We
demonstrate a method named “Source Flow” that allows us to
handle a huge amount of flows without changing the
granularity of flows. By using our method, expensive and
power consuming search engine devices can be removed
from the core nodes, and the network can grow pretty
scalable. In our demo, we construct a small network that
consists of small number of OpenFlow switches, a single
OpenFlow controller, and end-hosts. The hosts generate more
than one million flows simultaneously and the flows are
controlled on a per-flow-basis. All active flows are monitored
and visualized on a user interface and the user interface
allows audiences to confirm if our method is feasible and
deployable.

We propose a method named “Source Flow” that allows us to
handle a huge amount of flows without changing the
granularity of flows.

2. OUR METHOD
In our method, we use a typical characteristic of flow entries
on a flow table where the number of various combinations of
“actions” is usually less than the number of flow matching
rules. In such condition, locating such long flow matching
rules on all nodes on a selected path is redundant from the
system point of view. For example with OpenFlow, [6] the
length of flow matching rule is 264 bits fields plus additional
22 bits wildcards but the varieties of various combination of
actions are usually small (e.g., 50 varieties) and can be
represented by a small number of bits (e.g., 6 bits). We
embed the actions for all intermediate nodes as a form of a
list into a user packet. Each intermediate node identifies the
actions listed in the user packet and simply executes them.
This method makes flow lookup and identification on core
nodes redundant. Core nodes just need to identify the list of
actions that are represented by a smaller number of bits
compared to the flow matching rule. The number of flow
entries on edge nodes are not reduced but the number of
entries on core nodes can be dramatically reduced. The idea
looks similar to active networks [1] and IP source routing [5]
but our method is simplified and specially designed for flowbased nodes. In addition, our method is actually implemented
on today’s Ethernet switches without any hardware
modifications. A detailed description of our method follows
and is shown in Figure 1.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Flow-based networks allow us to control traffic on a per-flow
basis. In flow-based networks, a network node has
capabilities that (1) identify a flow (based on programmed
search criteria) and (2) execute appropriate actions for the
matched flow. If we define flows with fine granularity, the
number of flow entries in the node that holds “flow matching
rule and actions” pairs might be huge. A flow table holding
flow entries is usually implemented using a hardware device
such as ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) [4] for
achieving high packet-per-second performance and low
latency packet forwarding. However, a flow table that stores
a large number of flow entries cannot realistically be

1. When an ingress edge node receives a packet from a host,
it retrieves the list of actions (Figure 1-1) and then
encodes the list, and an index counter that is used to
identify a list element has to be referenced on each
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intermediate node in the packet (Figure 1-2). Actions in
the list can be represented as actual actions (e.g., output to
port X and output to port Y) or as a pointer to an action
table that stores possible actions on the node. The
encoded list is embedded to either a newly defined header
field or an existing one. After embedding the encoded list,
the edge node sends the modified packet to the next hop
node (Figure 1-3).

Virtual hosts that are located on physical hosts generate flows
destined for any other virtual hosts. A path for each flow is
calculated based on a multipath routing algorithm. Path
selection happens for every newly appeared flow. The total
number of active flows on the network is expected to be more
than one million. All active flows are monitored and
visualized in real-time by a user interface (Figure 2) and the
user interface allows audiences to confirm if our method is
actually working.

2. When a core node receives a packet with the list of
actions, it identifies actions that have to be run on the
node based on the index counter (Figure 1-4). Then, it
increments the index counter and executes retrieved
actions (Figure 1-5).

210,199 [flows]

3. When an egress edge node receives a packet with the list
of actions, it identifies actions that have to be run on the
node based on the index counter (Figure 1-6). Then, it
executes retrieved actions that may recover the modified
packet to the original and output it to the destination host
(Figure 1-7).

130,218 [flows]
192,398 [flows]
143,245 [flows]
398,187 [flows]

Flow M agnifier

An action table that stores possible actions on a node can be
implemented in the same way as a flow table, and it can be
implemented as a part of a flow table. The list of actions
might be retrieved from a centrally located controller (e.g., an
OpenFlow controller) that governs the overall network
topology and nodes.
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# of flows: 1,234,235
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